The assumption that negative indefinites are semantically non-negative elements associating with sentential negation has proven fruitful to account for the behaviour of negative indefinites in languages exhibiting negative concord. Under this view, negative indefinites carry a negative feature that has to be licensed by a semantic negation. This paper critically discusses and evaluates different ways in which the notion of negative features can be spelled out. Particular attention is paid to approaches that build on the indefinite nature of negative indefinites and postulate that negative indefinites have to be bound by a negation operator (e.g. Ladusaw, 1992; Kratzer, 2005) . It is shown that such analyses are problematic in light of the fact that another semantic operator can take scope in between the negation and the negative indefinite. Parallel data have been discussed for negative indefinites in German and Dutch under the label split scope (e.g. Jacobs, 1980; de Swart, 2000; Abels and Martí, 2010) .
Introduction
Many languages exhibit a phenomenon called negative concord (NC), where multiple morpho-syntactically negative elements contribute a single negation to the semantics. This is illustrated in the following examples from Spanish and Polish.
(1) a. Ella 'She hasn't said anything. ' (from Laka, 1990, 218) Besides negative markers -such as Spanish no and Polish nie in the examples above -the items participating in NC are negative indefinites (NIs), also dubbed n-words after Laka (1990) , like nada in Spanish and nikt in Polish. NIs in NC languages have puzzled linguists for a long time. They show an ambivalent behaviour, contributing negative force in some contexts but not in others. Compare for instance (1a) and (2). While nada in (2) is the only element that could possibly be responsible for the negative interpretation of the sentence, nada in (1a) does not seem to contribute a negation to the semantics. Nothing could convince her of the advantages of our plan.
(from Herburger, 2001, 293) There are essentially three possibilities for the semantic analysis of NIs in NC languages, each coming with certain advantages and challenges. One option is to take the ambivalent behaviour of n-words at face value and assume that they are really ambiguous between semantically negative and semantically non-negative elements (Herburger (2001) provides an analysis along these lines, which is critically discussed by Zeijlstra (2004) and Penka (2010) ). The challenge for such approaches lies in restricting the occurrence of the respective variant to exactly the right kind of contexts.
Another line of approaches starts from the assumption that NIs are uniformly negative quantifiers, as suggested by their being able to contribute negative force in certain contexts. This also seems to be in line with a unified cross-linguistic analysis of NIs, as NIs in languages not exhibiting NC, e.g. English, are standardly taken to denote negative quantifiers (e.g. Barwise and Cooper, 1981) . To account for the phenomenon of NC, additional mechanism are invoked to reduce the number of negations in the semantic interpretation: Zanuttini (1991) , Haegeman and Zanuttini (1991) and Haegeman and Zanuttini (1996) assume a processes called negation absorption, while
de Swart and Sag (2002) employ quantifier resumption in a polyadic quantifier framework (see again Zeijlstra (2004) and Penka (2010) for a critical discussion of these approaches).
The third kind of approaches, finally, starts from the opposite assumption and argues that NIs are never semantically negative (most notably Laka, 1990; Ladusaw, 1992; Zeijlstra, 2004) . In order to explain that n-words always stand in the semantic context of negation, 1 such proposals posit that NIs require the presence of negation in order to be grammatical. This requirement can be implemented by assuming that NIs bear a negative feature that needs to be licensed by negation. The precise nature of this feature and the licensing relation can be spelled out in different ways,
resulting in yet different analyses. One way is to subsume n-words under negative polarity items (see Laka, 1990; Giannakidou, 1998) , another to assume that NC is a form of syntactic agreement (see in particular Zeijlstra, 2004) The aim of this paper is to discuss and critically evaluate different ways to spell out the relation NIs bear towards negation under the assumption that NIs carry a negative feature. Particular attention is paid to approaches arguing that this relation is semantic in nature in the sense that the NI is semantically associated with a negation operator. Such proposals include Ladusaw (1992) and Kratzer (2005) (see also Acquaviva (1997) and Biberauer and Roberts (2010) for similar ideas).
As NIs are semantically indefinites, these approaches crucially build on the analysis of indefinites as free variables in the style of Heim (1982) . Under this approach, indefinites introduce free variables that can be bound by a variety of operators, giving rise in particular to the phenomenon of donkey sentences. While binding of indefinite variables is generally assumed to be unselective, the above mentioned analyses propose that NIs have to be bound by a negation operator. I show that such analyses that requires binding of the NI by a negation operator cannot be maintained as this assumption is problematic in cases where another semantic operator takes scope in between the negation and the NI. Similar cases have been discussed in the literature on NIs in non-NC languages under the label of split scope (a.o. Jacobs, 1980; Rullmann, 1995; Geurts, 1996; Potts, 2000; de Swart, 2000; Abels and Martí, 2010) . I argue that such scope constellations also bear on the analysis of NIs in NC languages.
1 It is not quite true that NIs always occur in the context of negation. In many languages, NIs are also possible in contexts that are not strictly negative, e.g. in Spanish and French in the complement of adversative predicates and in the standard of comparison (see a.o. Laka, 1990; Herburger, 2001) . For the purpose of this paper, I am simplifying away from this issue, and refer the reader to Penka (2010) for discussion of NIs in non-strictly negative contexts.
The paper is organised as follows: section 2 gives a brief overview over two possible analyses of NC in terms of negative features on NIs: the first approach assumes that NIs in NC languages are negative polarity items, the second takes NC to be a form of syntactic agreement. Section 3 broadens the perspective on NIs by also considering non-NC languages. In these languages NIs give rise to a phenomenon of split scope, where another operator takes scope in between the negative and the indefinite meaning component. Split scope and the equivalent of split readings in NC languages are shown to constitute important evidence on the proper analysis of NIs.
Section 4 discusses several analyses of NIs proposed in the literature and shows them to be problematic, as none can account for the fact that another semantic operator can take scope in between negation and an NI. In conclusion, it is argued that the relation NIs bear towards negation is purely syntactic in nature, and no condition on the interpretation of NIs is involved.
2 Negative indefinites as non-negative elements associating with negation
Negative indefinites as negative polarity items
The first idea that comes to mind to spell out the licensing requirement between NIs and negation is probably to subsume NIs under a class of well studied items that also show a certain dependence on negation, namely negative polarity items (NPIs) (see Laka, 1990 , for such a proposal). NPIs are standardly analysed as expressions that are not negative themselves but are restricted to negative contexts.
There are, however, differences between NIs and run-of-the-mill NPIs like English any, which let it appear doubtful that the former can be subsumed under the latter.
In contrast to NPIs, NIs do not always co-occur with another negative expression. In some contexts, they are able to contribute negative force on their own. In Italian, for instance, NIs in preverbal position occur without the negative marker, as illustrated in example (3). Nobody. /*Anybody.
These empirical differences in the distribution of NIs and run-of-the-mill NPIs make it doubtful that n-words can simply be subsumed under NPIs.
The assumption that NIs are semantically non-negative elements associating with negation does however not necessarily imply that they are NPIs. There is still the possibility that the licensing of NIs and NPIs is fundamentally different in nature, which accounts for the observed differences in their distribution. In recent years, a view has emerged according to which NPI licensing takes places in the semanticpragmatic component of the grammar (a.o. Kadmon and Landman, 1993; Krifka, 1995; Lahiri, 1998; Chierchia, 2006) . In a nutshell, these approaches argue that the lexical semantics of NPIs involves a component rendering them infelicitous in non-negative contexts. 2 Under this view, NPIs are not endowed with a feature that restricts them to negative contexts. Rather, their distribution is a consequence of their lexical semantics.
This leaves the possibility that even if NIs and NPIs are both elements that require licensing by a negation, the licensing could be of a different kind and take place in different components of the grammar. This would account for the observed differences between n-words and NPIs.
Negative concord as syntactic agreement
According to another kind of approach, NIs come with a negative feature which requires them to enter an agreement relation with negation (a.o. Ladusaw, 1992; Brown, 1999; Zeijlstra, 2004 only one constituent, the negative marker no, is semantically negative.
3 NIs are, however, not semantically equivalent to negative polarity indefinites such as anyone if proposals in the spirit of Kadmon and Landman (1993) Chomsky (2000 Chomsky ( , 2001 , where uninterpretable features correspond to unvalued features serving as probe and scanning their c-command domain for a matching valued feature (a goal). In the case of negative features, an interpretable feature has to ccommand an uninterpretabel feature, if the notion of interpretability is assumed to be a semantic one.
Adopting the more refined feature system proposed by Pesetsky and Torrego (2007) , where interpretability is dissociated from being valued, allows both interpretable unvalued features and uninterpretable valued features. b. ella no [ineg] O O ha dicho nada [uneg] The NI nada is semantically non-negative, but in order to satisfy its licensing require- (7). (7) 'Maria hasn't said anything to anybody.'
ha detto niente [uneg] a nessuno [uneg] In order to explain that NIs do not always co-occur with a negative marker, Zeijlstra builds on proposals by Laka (1990) and Ladusaw (1992 Ladusaw ( , 1995 and argues that the licensing negation may be covert. Preverbal NIs in languages like Italian and Spanish, which are not accompanied by a negative marker, are assumed to be licensed by covert negation operator Op¬, bearing the feature [ineg] . For instance, the structure assumed to underlie example (8a) is as shown in (8b).
(8) a. Nadie
It has to be ensured, of course, that the assumption of covert negation does not overgenerate and that a covert negation Op¬ can only be present in the structure if its presence is marked by an agreeing overt element. This can presumably be reduced to an economy condition, to the effect that covert operators can only be inserted into the syntactic structure if they rescue a structure that would be ungrammatical without the covert operator. The feature [uneg] on NIs can enforce insertion of a covert negation, if the feature would be unlicensed otherwise. This ability of NIs to trigger the insertion of Op¬ can also be held responsible for the observed distributional differences between NIs and NPIs. Since uninterpretable negative features have to be deleted before Spell Out, Op¬ is inserted to save the derivation from crashing, if there are no overt elements bearing the feature [ineg] . Structures with unlicensed NPIs, in contrast, have been argued to be unobjectionable in the syntax, but give rise to contradictory interpretations, and thus are ruled out by the semantic-pragmatic component (cf. Krifka, 1995; Lahiri, 1998; Chierchia, 2006) . As unlicensed NPIs under this view are not ungrammatical in the strict sense, they cannot enforce insertion of a covert negation operator. Zeijlstra (2004) attributes the different patterns of co-occurrence with a negative marker, which NIs exhibit in different languages, to a difference in the semantic status of the negative marker. In languages where preverbal NIs occur without a negative marker on the verb, as in Spanish, the negative marker is assumed to be semantically negative and bear the feature [ineg] . In languages like Polish and Russian, in contrast, where NIs always co-occur with a negative marker, the negative marker on the verb is itself analysed as a semantically empty concord item. As such it carries the feature [uneg], like NIs. The semantic negation is assumed to be a covert negation operator. This means that in Polish and Russian, semantic negation is never realised overtly, but always marked by the presence of a negative marker or NIs. For illustration, the structure underlying the Polish sentence (1b), repeated as (9a) below, is given in (9b). 
In sum, an analysis of NIs in NC languages in terms of agreement captures the phenomenon of NC and accounts for different patterns of NC by reducing them to a difference in the semantic status of the negative marker. There are, however, still open questions and different ways in which the notion of a negative feature responsible for agreement can be spelled out. These will be taken up in section 4. Before doing so I want to introduce data that have been discussed in the literature on NIs in non-NC languages and that also turn out to be crucial evidence for the analysis of NIs in NC languages.
3 Split readings
Split readings in non-NC languages
In contrast to NC languages, in non-NC languages, each NI contributes a negation to the semantics and the problems discussed for NC do not arise. It thus seems simplest to assume that NIs in non-NC languages are negative quantifiers, as it is often done (e.g. Zeijlstra, 2004) . There is, however, evidence indicating that in non-NC languages, too, NIs are associated with sentential negation.
It has been observed for German and Dutch that NIs in certain contexts lead to split readings, where another operator takes scope in between the negative and the indefinite meaning component of NIs (for German see Bech (1955/57); Jacobs (1980 Jacobs ( , 1982 Jacobs ( , 1991 ; Geurts (1996) , for Dutch see Rullmann (1995) ; de Swart (2000)).
Consider the following German example. (10) is the one paraphrased as (10a). Assuming NIs in German to be negative quantifiers, however, only the readings (10b) and (10c) can be derived, by assigning the negative quantifier either wide or narrow scope with respect to the modal verb. Reading (10c), where the negative quantifier takes narrow scope, is only marginally available. This is presumably due to the fact that modal verbs in German show a strong preference to be interpreted in the scope of negation and other negative expressions, rather than vice versa. If the negative quantifier is assumed to take scope over the modal, reading (10b) results. Here negation outscopes the modal, but at the same time, the indefinite takes wide scope too, corresponding to a de re interpretation, i.e. (10b) denies that there is a particular professor whose presence is obligatory. 5 In the salient reading (10a), however, the indefinite is interpreted de dicto, while negation has wide scope with respect to the modal. The wide scope de re reading (10b) and the split reading (10a) differ in truth conditions, as the former can be true in situations in which the latter is false. This is the case in a situation where the examination regulations require the presence of some professor or other at the exam, but out of the three professors of the department any will do. In this situation, sentence (10) Split readings do not only occur in German and Dutch, but also in other Germanic languages, as the following examples from English and Norwegian illustrate.
tor predicate by the actual world. As binding of world variables requires c-command, such approaches, however, do not allow wide scope de dicto readings, which would be required to represent split readings of NIs. 6 Note that in contrast to the modal verb brauchen taking an infinitival complement, transitive brauchen is not an NPI, cf. the grammaticality of (i). The fact that negation cannot take narrow scope can thus not be ascribed to the NPI-hood of the verb.
Moreover, the narrow scope reading is not available with other transitive intensional verbs, e.g. suchen 'seek', either.
(12) The company need fire no employees.
a. It is not the case that the company is obligated to fire employees.
There are no employees x such that the company is obligated to fire x.
¬ > ∃ > need c. *The company is obligated to fire no employees. *need > ¬ > ∃ (13) Yet here it was, a letter, addressed so plainly there could be no mistake. 'We don't owe him any new chances.' (from Svenonius, 2002, 125) In the English example (12) (from Potts, 2000) , the narrow scope reading (12c) is excluded, because the modal verb need (with bare infinitive) is an NPI and cannot outscope negation. But the indefinite can nevertheless be interpreted in the scope of the modal, leading to the split reading paraphrased in (12a). In (13), the indefinite obligatorily takes narrow scope with respect to the modal could, due to the presence of expletive there (cf. Milsark, 1977; Heim, 1987) . But still negation takes wide scope, and the only possible interpretation is the split reading.
The existence of split readings presents a problem for an analysis of NIs in Germanic in terms of negative quantifiers. Under this analysis, negation and the indefinite form a lexical unit, cf. the lexical entry for the negative determiner no in (15).
This makes it impossible that another operator takes scope in between the negation and the indefinite. 7
For the purpose of this paper, split readings of NIs are interesting for two reasons.
First, their existence suggests that even in languages like German and English, NIs are not negative quantifiers. Rather it seems that in these languages too, NIs are 7 There are analyses of split readings maintaining the assumption that NIs are negative quantifiers.
Under these approaches, negative quantifiers do not quantify over individuals, but over entities of another semantic type (kinds in Geurts (1996) , properties in de Swart (2000), and choice functions in Abels and
Martí (2010)), which ultimately accounts for split readings.
semantically associated with an independent negation that takes sentential scope.
This paths the way towards a cross-linguistically unified analysis of NIs. Under this perspective, NC and split scope in non-NC languages are two sides of the same coin.
Both phenomena arise because NIs are not inherently negative, but rather associate with sentential negation in a different position.
If the agreement analysis of NIs in NC languages is extended to Germanic, split readings are readily accounted for. 
The equivalent of split readings in NC languages
In NC languages, the equivalent of split readings are expressed transparently in the sense that there is a negative marker on the intensional verb, in addition to an NI. This is illustrated in the Spanish sentence (18) which corresponds to the German example (10) discussed in the previous subsection. Under the assumption that the NI is semantically a non-negative indefinite and negation is expressed by the negative marker (cf. Zeijlstra, 2004) , the surface structure of (18) corresponds to the reading paraphrased: negation outscopes the modal verb and the indefinite can be interpreted with narrow scope under the de dicto interpretation.
Further examples from other NC languages, for which the de dicto reading of an NI is prominent, are given in (19). 
The relation between NIs and negation
A number of different ways to spell out the relation NIs enter with sentential negation have been proposed in the literature. This section shows that certain assumptions about the licensing of negative features turn out to be problematic once (the equivalent of) split readings are taken into account. The first proposal has become known as the Neg-criterion and postulates that the licensing of negative features on NIs is only possible under specifier-head agreement. Two other accounts, Ladusaw (1992) and Kratzer (2005) , argue that NIs in NC languages have to be semantically bound by a negation operator. This assumption is shown to be untenable in light of the fact that another operator can take scope in between negation and the NI.
Specifier-head agreement
One condition that has been proposed for the licensing of NIs in the literature has become known as the Neg-criterion (Zanuttini, 1991; Haegeman and Zanuttini, 1991, 1996; Haegeman, 1995) . It requires NIs to enter a configuration of specifier-head agreement with the head of a functional projection hosting negation NegP (Pollock, 1989) . NIs thus have to move from their base-generated position to the specifier of NegP, as shown in (20). (20) NegP
Since NIs in many languages do, in fact, occur in base position, Haegeman and Zanuttini (1991) propose that the Neg-criterion applies at the level of LF. 10 Accordingly, 10 To be more precise, Zanuttini (1991) and Haegeman and Zanuttini (1991, 1996) argue that the Negcriterion has to be met at S-structure in languages that allow scrambling (e.g. West Flemish), and at LF in other languages (e.g. Italian). Haegeman (1995) , on the other hand, proposes that the Neg-criterion NIs are required to occupy the specifier of NegP at LF. the Neg-criterion a purely syntactic condition that is not motivated by semantic considerations, e.g. as a necessary precondition for 'absorption' of semantic negation. 11 To enhance readability, English-style LFs are given.
As the NI takes scope from the specifier of NegP located above the modal, it outscopes the modal. This corresponds to the de re reading of the indefinite, paraphrased in (21b). 12 Therefore, NIs are invariably assigned a de re interpretation if they are assumed to occupy the specifier of NegP at LF. The de dicto reading cannot be generated.
Since NIs can receive a de dicto interpretation when they are embedded under modal verbs, an LF configuration where they are in the scope of the modal must be available. Thus, NIs cannot be generally required to occupy the specifier of NegP at LF, and consequently specifier-head agreement cannot be considered a condition on the licensing of NIs. Under more recent assumptions, in particular the Minimalist Programme (Chomsky, 1995 (Chomsky, , 1998 , c-command is sufficient for Agree to apply.
There does not need to hold a more local relation between the elements involved in feature checking. This is what is needed in the case of negative features: in order to be licensed, an element bearing [uneg] has to be c-commanded by an item with
4.2 (Un)selective binding Ladusaw (1992 Ladusaw ( , 1995 was one of the first to propose that NIs are semantically nonnegative and bear a negative feature that has to be licensed by a semantic negation.
He also argued that the licensing negation may be covert, if the presence of covert negation is marked by an NI. His analysis, however, involves certain other assumptions, which turn out to be problematic. Crucially, Ladusaw's analysis builds on NIs being indefinite expressions. Ladusaw adopts the semantics of indefinites put forward by Heim (1982) , according to which indefinite expressions denote free variables, which can be bound unselectively by a variety of operators. But in contrast to other indefinites, Ladusaw argues NIs to be selective for their binder: variables introduced by NIs have to be bound by a negation operator (or more precisely, by existential closure applying in the scope of negation).
Ladusaw's proposal is programmatic in nature, and the details are not always clear. There are different ways in which Ladusaw's proposal can be spelled out.
12 In addition, as the NI takes scope above negation, the correct reading cannot be derived, if the NI is assumed to denote an existential quantifier. For this reason, analyses proposing LF-movement for NIs (Zanuttini, 1991; Haegeman and Zanuttini, 1991, 1996; Giannakidou, 1998 Giannakidou, , 2000 also argue that NIs correspond to universal quantifiers. Since ∀¬ is logically equivalent to ¬∃, this assumption derives a correct interpretation, albeit only a de re reading. Ladusaw (1992, 257) speculates that NIs raise to their binder at LF. Let us make this precise by assuming that NIs undergo QR to a position immediately below the ∃-closure operator triggered by negation. Let us further assume in the spirit of Heim (1982) that indefinites introduce free variables, possibly restricted by a property. As other free variables, they are interpreted via an assignment function g. For instance, the NIs no-one and no professor receive the following interpretations: 13
Free variables introduced by indefinites can be bound by a variety of operators binding all free variables in their scope unselectively. For our purposes, we only need the existential closure operator defined as follows:
The idea for analysing NIs is now that free variables corresponding to NIs have to be bound by an ∃-closure operator closing off the scope of negation. This means that while binding is still unselective in the sense that a binder binds all free variables in its scope, variables are selective in that they require binding by a particular operator.
The question arises how it can be achieved technically that certain free variables are selective for their binder (or, for that matter, how an ∃-closure operator applying in the scope of negation can be told apart from an ∃-closure operator anywhere else). This is crucial to ensure that there is indeed a negation operator present in the structure. This question is not addressed by Ladusaw, but one way of formally implementing selectivity of variables for binders is discussed in the next subsection.
With these assumptions, a sentence like (25), where an NI enters an NC relation with a negative marker, is analysed as in (26). professor 'It is not required that a professor be present during the exam.'¬ > must > ∃ Under the assumptions laid out above, the following LF is derived for (27), expressing the truth-conditions (29).
This is the de re reading, as one would expect from the fact that the NI has scope over the modal verb at LF. We thus see that only de re readings are derived if it is assumed that (i) free variables corresponding to NIs have to be bound by negation Here, the indefinite is interpreted in the scope of the modal. But the truth-conditions expressed by this LF do not correspond to the de dicto reading of the NI. In the truth-conditions derived, given in (31), the existential quantifier takes scopes over the modal, while its restrictor is below.
This results in very weak truth-conditions, corresponding to 'there is nothing in the actual world that is required to be a professor and to be present at the exam'.
Assuming the accessible worlds to be worlds in which everything prescribed by the examination regulations holds, (31) is true if there is no particular individual in the actual world whose being a professor is fixed by the examination regulations. As the purpose of the examination regulations is to fix the modality of the exam, and not to determine who is a professor, this is vacuously true. 14 14 Reinhart (1998) discusses a related problem, the so called Donald Duck Problem, arising when whindefinites are interpreted in situ and bound by a question operator. It surfaces when the free variables introduced by wh-indefinites are bound across negation or other downward entailing operators. Reinhart's Donald Duck Problem for wh-pronouns and the problem discussed here for a particular implementation of Ladusaw's analysis of NIs show the same: if certain indefinites are required to be bound by a particular kind of operator, they have to be able to skip intervening potential binders. LFs involving unselective binding across an intervening operator while the restrictor is interpreted in situ, have very weak truth conditions. This is why in the original proposal by Heim (1982) , intervening potential binders cannot be Assuming that variables introduced by NIs have to be bound by a negation operator, it is not possible to derive adequate truth-conditions for sentences like (27), where a modal intervenes between negation and an NI. In the truth-conditions (32), representing the salient reading of (27) 
Hamblin alternatives
Kratzer ( (37) Where α denotes a set of propositions, Kratzer, 2005, 123) Applying propositional existential closure to the set of alternatives in (36) results in the singleton set containing the proposition that is true in all worlds in which some alternative in (36) is true, cf. (38). Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) and Kratzer (2005) propose that certain indefinites are selective in the sense that the alternatives introduced by them have to be evaluated by a particular operator. Wh-indefinites, for instance, are claimed to have to associate with a question operator, while NIs in NC languages have to associate with a propositional negation, which may be realised covertly.
To this end, Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) professor 'It is not required that a professor be present during the exam.'¬ > must > ∃ (40) *not [iNeg] must ∃ [i∃] be present no [uNeg] professor In (40), the next higher operator for the NI is the ∃-operator in the scope of the modal. 15 Thus, the feature [uNeg] on the n-word bumps into [i∃] before the matching negation operator is encountered, and a feature clash inducing ungrammaticality is predicted. Consequently, (39) is falsely ruled out.
Even if the assumption that a feature clash leads to ungrammaticality was given up, 16 NIs could not be forced to associate with a negation operator. As an intrinsic 15 I assume, following Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) , that propositional existential closure applies in the scope of modals. Alternatively, one might build in existential closure of the scope into the lexical entry of modals, as it is done in the case of negation, cf. (37c). The effect is the same: an operator different from negation intervenes.
16 One phenomenon Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) attribute to a feature miss-match are intervention effects exhibited by wh-phrases in German, so called Beck-effects (Beck, 1996) . The ungrammaticality of b. *[ ? [iQ] was [uQ] sie nicht [iNeg] wem [uQ] gezeigt hat ] This paper surveyed the idea that NIs carry uninterpretable negative features and different ways in which it can be fleshed out. Under this view, NIs are not themselves semantically negative, but associate in some sense with a sentential negation. Such an analysis does not only explain the phenomenon of NC, but also predicts the existence of split readings, which are found in non-NC languages.
Taking into account split readings and their equivalents in NC languages was shown to provide conclusions on the nature of the relation between NIs and negation.
Crucially, other operators, in particular intensional verbs, can take scope in between the negation and an indefinite realised as NI. This argues against approaches assuming that NIs semantically associate with negation, either via (un)selective binding or a Hamblin semantics. A result of the discussion is that the licensing of NIs is purely syntactic in nature, and no condition on the interpretation of NIs is involved.
Moreover, checking of negative features cannot be assumed to require a specifier-head configuration.
All in all, a syntactic agreement analysis of NIs fares well. The idea that NIs carry uninterpretable negative features that have to be checked against an interpretable negative feature on a semantic negation successfully accounts for the behaviour of NIs cross-linguistically.
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